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Abstract Wireless Mesh network (WMN) is multi-hop heterogeneous network, which breaks shortcomings of traditional
wireless network. WMN comes into sight with more advantages. To the multi-radio multi-channel (MRMC) wireless mesh
networks (MRMC-WMN), routing distribution, channel assignment and rate allocation can be united to optimize network
performance. MRMC resource optimization method based on convex theory for WMN is presented in this paper. According to
convex theory, we use the convex optimization function to get the optimal solution in the limited network supporting by Ad
hoc On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV) routing method. At the same time, we resolve the optimal solution into three
simple sub-problems according to the Lagrange duality method supporting by multi-radio multi-channel AODV (MAODV).
We use MATLAB simulation tools to simulate the new and improved optimization method. The experimental results show
that our method has better network performance in the applications of WMN.
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1 Introduction

With the rapid development of the Internet of Things (IOT) technology and the explosive demand of connecting network at
anytime, the completion of the high-quality and stable performance communication services become the primary task of
wireless Mesh network (WMN). WMN is multi-hop heterogeneous network, which breaks shortcomings of traditional
wireless network[1-3]. WMN comes into sight with more advantages. To the multi-radio multi-channel (MRMC) wireless
mesh network (MRMC-WMN), routing distribution, channel assignment and rate allocation can be united to optimize
network performance.

Recently Ad hoc On demand Distance Vector (AODV), Destinations Sequenced Distance Vector (DSDV), Dynamic
Source Routing Protocol (DSR) routing protocols are used in WMN, which generally tend to choose the path of least number
of hops in the network and to maintain the route to provide best-effort service when the network topology changes. But these
routing protocols cannot meet the requirements of various applications of the IOT[4-7].

Many scholars who at home and abroad conduce popular studies to MRMC-WMN in recent years [8-12]. To improve the
utilization of the radio channel at the same time to reduce the inter-channel interference, we use wireless channel allocation
refers to device different radio channel for wireless node radio frequency[13-17]. The radio channel is assigned three methods.
Firstly, statically allocated channel method refers to the communication prior to the channel assignment and so long constant
state. Although the link communication can be re-access to the allocated channel, it will increase the time
complexity. Secondly, the dynamic allocation of channel method allows the wireless node of the Radio Frequency (RF) switch
in different radio channels[18-25]. Although the RF equipment freely select the channel, switching the channel many times
will cause the delay through the network communication. Thirdly, the combination way which is combination between the
static method and dynamic method, using the static method is part of the RF device allocation of public channels. And then
according to the network traffic needs conduct dynamic channel allocation to another part of the RF, which ensures the
wireless mesh network connection resistance and stability.

Data transmission technology is the basic needs of wireless mesh network [26-30]. Although there is a delay, it can
optimize network protocol to increase the network performance using hop-by-hop or end-to-end wireless link transmission
according to different network applications [31-35]. In addition, the data transmission rate can be controlled by adjusting the
wireless link to balance the network load and re-transmission of the number of times in order to reduce energy consumption
and the delay of the packet [36-40].

In order to meet the load balancing and user quality of service requirements, wireless mesh networks use the cross-layer
optimization strategy [3-8] to design the routing metric and protocol. To the multi-radio multi-channel wireless mesh
networks, routing distribution, channel assignment and rate allocation are united to optimize network performance. It turned
the complex communication problems into the a simple optimization problem. We use the convex optimization to get the
optimal solution in the limited network. At the same time, according to the Lagrange duality method, we resolve the optimal



solution into three simple sub-problems. That is to say, we use the convex optimization to get the optimal solution in the
limited network supporting by Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV) routing method in this paper. At the same time,
we resolve the optimal solution into three simple sub-problems according to the Lagrange duality method supporting by
multi-radio multi-channel AODV (MAODV). The experiment and analysis of the data show that the designed MAODV is
better than that of the original AODV in data packet delivery ratio, end-to-end delay, normalized routing overhead and routing.
We use MATLAB simulation tools to simulate the new and improved optimization method, in addition, we also use
OMNET++, NS2 simulation tools to simulate. In this paper, we only show the experimental results by MATLAB simulation
tools.

2 Related Works

In recent years, many scholars are studying the cross-layer fused optimization problem of MRMC-WMN resources[22 -24] .
Most of the research network is modeled as a mathematical problem, and they use the Lagrangian decomposition technique to
separate the mathematical problem into several sub-problems. Each layer in the network protocol stack corresponds to a
decomposed sub-problems. Coordination of the various sub-problem of optimization variables as the interface between the
layers is needed. Akyildiz [25-26] summarized the motivation and the need for cross-layer optimization, and study the
mechanisms and algorithms for cross-layer optimization between different protocol layers [27]. Ernst summarizes scheduling
and resource allocation of cross-layer design method. Chen reviews cross-layer design in wireless mesh network [28-29].

The fused optimization mechanisms can be divided into two types of centralized and distributed. Centralized cross-layer
optimization mechanism, the optimization is performed by the gateway node, and therefore will bring high computational
complexity and signaling overhead. Alireza [12-14] studied centralized fused admission control and scheduling algorithm of
MRMC-WMN data services, but this paper assumes that the network is not capable of concurrent transmission, so the total
throughput of the network is low. Mohsenian [15-17] studied distributed congestion-aware channel assignment problem
in-depth and also studies the cross-layer fused channel allocation, interface assignment and media access control problems
based on the approximation dual decomposition of in the literature. The MRMC-WMN resource optimization involves many
problems, including channel assignment, routing allocation, rate control, congestion control, link scheduling and QoS [18-22].
This requires us to unified consideration to cross-layer optimization of the various parameters.

Many researchers on cross-layer optimization algorithm only considering the maximum throughput [23-29]. Inflexible
routing algorithm design is too complex, at the same time considering many factors. In order to solve the existing
MRMC-WMN resources optimization algorithm insufficient, we make full use of the potential advantages of MRMC-WMN
and design MRMC resource optimization method based on convex theory for WMN, which is from global point of view to
perform parameters and information of each layer. It could help to achieve a more reliable and efficient routing performance.

3 Basic Topology and Theory

To meet the load balancing and user quality of service requirements, wireless mesh networks use the cross-layer optimization
strategy to design the routing metric and protocol. We use the convex optimization function to get the optimal solution in the
MRMC-WMN. At the same time, we use the Lagrange duality method to make the optimal solution into three simple
sub-problems. We give the relative definition and theorem to support the later design of method and experiments of
simulation as follows.

Definition 1 Convex. Real-valued function  f(x) defined on an interval is called convex (or convex downward or concave
upward) if the line segment between any two points on the graph of the function lies above the graph, in a Euclidean space (or
more generally a vector space) of at least two dimensions. Equivalently, a function is convex if its epigraph (the set of points
on or above the graph of the function) is a convex set. Well-known examples of convex functions are the quadratic function
f(x)=x2 and the exponential function f(x)=ex for any real number x.

Lemma 1 Convex sets connection lemma. If S is a collection of real or complex vector space. All and all, S is called
convex set, if all x, y  S and t  [0, 1]. In short; if the connection of any two points in still belongs to S convex set, Convex
set is connected.

Definition 2 Convex function. The assumption is that the f(x) is a function which definition on a closed interval, if any x,

y [a, b] and   [0, 1], and ( +(1- )y) ( )+(1- ) (y)f x f x f    , so f(x) is convex function in [0, 1] .

Convex function plays an important role in many areas of mathematics. They are especially important in the study of
optimization problems where they are distinguished by a number of convenient properties. For instance, a convex function on
an open set has no more than one minimum. Even in infinite-dimensional spaces, under suitable additional hypotheses,
convex function continues to satisfy such properties and, as a result, they are the most well-understood function in the
calculus of variations. In probability theory, a convex function applied to the expected value of a random variable is always
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less or equal to the expected value of the convex function of the random variable.

Theorem 1 Convex optimization theorem. A convex set is optimization if and only if it meets the following
minimization relationship:

0min (x)f

. .s t j

(x) 0,i=1,...,m
h (x)=0, j=1,...,1
if 

f(x) is convex function which meets f(x)<0 set is convex sets of x. h(x) is a linear function, so h(x) is both convex function
and concave function, at the same time, satisfies the x set is a convex set when h(x)=0. Optimization problem that is the
minimum point of convex sets and convex function, such problems are collectively referred to as a convex optimization
problem. Similarly if the constraint conditions are convex set, optimization objective is to seek the maximum value of the
concave function is also convex optimization problem. Because convex optimization problem is an important type of
nonlinear optimization; it has great significance for the actual network. If optimization function of convex optimization
problem is a strictly convex function, and there is a minimum value, then the value is the only minimum value. These years,
with the rapid development of optimization techniques, convex optimization technology has been studied by scholars very
thorough. The literature [17-19] indicates that: "to judge an optimization problem is simple and feasible, its judgment is no
longer based on the linear conditions, but satisfy the convex optimization features. In other words, if an optimization problem
was proved to be a convex optimization problem, this indicates that the problem must be solved.

Lemma 2 Convex set metric lemma. If functions based on convex sets nEx is convex, when any two
points X2x,1x  , and to all ]1,0[ , it should meet

)2x(f)1()1x(f]2x)1(1x[f  .

We present an integrated metric M(i,j) to describe the performance of communication link between the wireless access
point iv and jv

ETXLLRNLR)j,i(M  (1)

where α, β, γ are weighting factor and meet α＋β＋ γ=1. The value of the three parameters depends on the different
network applications. When network traffic increases, the node load correspondingly becomes heavier, the first part influences
the formula mostly, so the value of α increases and the value of β, γ reduces correspondingly. When the node power increases,
the link is busy, the values of β the corresponding increases, the value of α, γ will reduce. When the network environment
becomes bad, link will be busy, the value of γ corresponding will increase, α, β will reduce.We set α=β=0.3, γ=0.4. NLR is

Node Load Ratio, it can be calculated by max
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Q , Q is cashing queue length of node i at the time point t, and Qmax is the

maximum cashing queue length of node. LLR is Link linking Ratio, it can be calculated by
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. ETX is Expected Transmission Count, the definition is as follows.

For a given source node i and destination node j, there is a set L made by all possible routing, if L , we will choose

the
lMmin

Ll to be the routing from iv to jv , which is the minimum value of the accumulating routing between two
nodes. In graph G (V, E) any of the routing paths kl,...,1l,0ll  , we define the metric of routing is the sum of metric of all
links. The metric of node from source node iv to destination node jv is







1k

0l
)j,i(lMLM (2)

Definition 3 Expected Transmission Count (ETX). Taking into account the link quality difference will affect the
performance of WMN, we introduce the ETX routing metric. The value of link ETX is the forecast of data traffic using this
link to contract. The calculation of ETX uses the forward and reverse transfer rate of link. The forward transfer rate
fp represents the measure of probability that is the packet reaches the recipient successfully. The reverse transfer rate rp



represents the probability of successful arrival of an ACK (Acknowledge Character)packet. The loss packet rate
)rp1)(fp1(1p 

, s(k) means data packets after the attempt of K times the probability of successful transmission
times. Expected transmission count
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Theorem 2 Lagrange dual decomposition theorem.

The reason that we introduce Lagrangian is that the dx direction of convex function f(x) change is constrained by
inequality, changing direction of dx and gradient perpendicular f(x) could get the extreme.

The objective function 0 (x)f and constraints (x)if and
(x)jh have the following relationship:

0min (x)f

. .s t j

(x) 0,i=1,...,m
h (x)=0, j=1,...,1
if 

The Lagrange formula is as follows
k L

0 i
i=1 i=1

, , = (x)+ (x) (x)i i jL f f h（x ）    
(4)

Here we define (x) as

i, : 0
(x)= max ( , , )L x

  
  

 (5)

Assumptions (x)>0if and
(x) 0jh 

,and can be adjusted and make (x) to get maximum positive infinity. However,

when (x)if and
(x)jh are satisfying the constraint condition,(x) is 0 (x)f . Therefore, the original problem 0min (x)f can

be transformed min(x) in order to

i, : 0
min (x)= min max ( , , )
x x

L x
  

  


Then getting the partial derivative of x, ,  and making its partial derivative to 0. Finally we get x, , .

4 MRMC Resource Optimization Algorithm Based On Convex Theory

Assume that wireless mesh network has N nodes, the network topology is relatively stable, for i which could be any node
(which may be the source node and the destination node or relay node), Ni a collection of nodes within the transmission
interference range of i node. The node is equipped with a plurality of radio frequency (RF) devices. It can be transmitted or

received data by different channels simultaneously. Ri is the number of node i. ( , )s dL is the link between the node s and the

node d. ={1,2,3, }C ...,c is the set of all orthogonal channels O in the network. Based on Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 with
convex theory, we design MRMC resource optimization algorithm as follows.

1) Channel allocation

On any link l and any channel cC allows the establishment of a multi-link communication between the two neighbors. These
links work on different channels. At same time, maximizing network resource utilization and increase the data transfer rate
between nodes of two neighbors.

Any channel allocation must meet the following constraints [21]: radio frequency (RF) constraints and interference
constraints (IC).

Radio frequency constraints is that at any time, a node can use a maximum of Ri channels to send a data packet:
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(6)

Interference constraints is that at any time, two interference links cannot active on the same channel.
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(7)

The number of link channels which is established by any node i with its neighbors must be less than the number of RF.
That is, there is channel allocation limit as follows:
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y R i N



 
(8)

2) Rate allocation

Let
c
lv is the data transfer rate of link l on the channel c. In WMN,

c
lv depends on the activation time of the link l. If 0c

lt  ,

the node S cannot transmit any data to the node on channel c, that is 0c
lv  . There is

c c
l l pv t v

, pv which means that the
physical layer link bandwidth.

The link activation also disturbed restrictions, this section uses the protocols interference model of the communication
range and interference range. The set of all nodes within the interference range of defined node S is IN(S). The link (s, d) set
can be obtained mutual interference is:

 )},{()}()(|),( dsdINnorsINmnmILsd  (9)

We adopt CSMA access method based on the IEEE802.11, the link and its interference link cannot be activated at the
same time [22], they need to share the link bandwidth of the physical layer. Therefore, there is a rate allocation restriction:
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vv l L c C
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(10)

/c
l pv v

which means the activation time of the link l on the channel c.

3) Routing
Due to the presence of interference in the system, conflict is inevitable. So once the conflict ensues, re-transmissions are
needed to ensure the successful transmission in the system. Wireless Mesh Networks provide the different type of network
access services, so that F = {1, 2... K} which means that the collection of traffic flow. The transmission rate of traffic flow k

is kf . Bandwidth and delay of each business price is kB and kT respectively. Link l to provide access services to mobile users.
Whether the service request k F through the network link or not, we define a binary variable as

else
lk

r kl ,0
link network  he through t Business,1

{

r represents the vector which containing all routing variables. In order to maintain the Packet arrival order of traffic flow
and routing simplified, we only consider single-path routing. Therefore, between any two neighboring nodes, allowing only
one data stream is transmitted with a link,

Namely there is the following relationship
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1, ,
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c
r l L k F



   
(11)

Any service flow transmission path length k can be expressed as that
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Link transmission time is
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(13)

kSL Which means the shortest transmission time that the traffic flow k in the network, in order to avoid long transmission
time of the traffic flow, the defined path transmission time is limited as follows:
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,
C
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l c l

l L c l L
r ETT k F

  

    
(14)

Where  is parameter used to limit the path of transmission time, ETT is Expected Transmission Time [1-5]. Settings =0
can be such that the routing algorithm to find the shortest path of transmission time for each business stream.

The total volume through like l is

 = k
l k l

k F
x b r




(15)

The remaining bandwidth of the network link l is

= -l k lb f x (16)
Total throughput of the entire wireless mesh network system is

= l
l L
x



 
(17)

To meet the demand of wireless services and optimization of wireless mesh network routing problem, maximizing
bandwidth utilization and minimizing the cost of wireless access during the network connection. Unlimited Mesh network
cross-layer optimization target is

max , min bl

Therefore the objective of network optimization in this paper is

min
, ,

=(- ,b )l
X V R
U 

The optimization objective is the minimal residual transmission rate min ref of all the nodes in the maximize the
network based on Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 with convex theory. It is possible to obtain a link between the maximum -
minimum equity of resource allocation.Optimization problem is described as follows

min
, ,

=(- ,b )l
X V R
U 

Subject to
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The restriction variable of the optimization problem assignments variable X for the channel, the link rate allocates
variables V and routing variables R. optimization problem is a mixed integer linear programming problem. It is a complex
optimization problem of the fused network layer, transport layer and the data link layer, which can be broken down into the
following two sub-problems:

The channel assignment problem: S(X) means that a channel allocation scheme. When all variables X satisfy link channel
allocation restrictions and node channel allocation limit, it can be called works. Here we assume Ω is a set of all feasible
channel allocation schemes. Feasible channel allocation scheme is S(X), non-empty, closed, and bounded convex set.

For rate allocation and routing, using resource fairness utility function
min k

, ,
=(- ,b )

X V R
U 

to measure the value of the network
performance is a continuous convex function.

5 Fused Resource Optimization Method

When the channel allocation scheme S (X) is determined, Based on Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 with Convex theory, using the

Lagrangian theory, introducing Lagrange variables
k
mp to any node m and business flow k, and relaxing the type of flow

balance constraint to optimize target, we could get Lagrangian function as follows.

   

min k
, ,

min k k
l L k F l L k F
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(23)

k
lp is the Lagrange multiplier which is introduced by us and which is congestion factor of k traffic on link l.

k
lp reflects

the degree of network congestion and also reflects the relationship between supplying and demanding of resources from
various layers. When reducing node congestion and remaining resources having multiple selections, there will be congestion
at low prices whereas high congestion prices. Based on Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 with Convex theory, we design the
fused optimization mechanism is as follows.

In the Transport Layer, each node with 1DT  has the time cycle according to the congestion price factor p, the
business flow rate factor F and link rate allocation factor R and so on, the fused design method updates distributed congestion
prices and adjusts their business flow rate. Then the new price information is passed to the link layer broadcast to its
neighbors.

Link layer channel allocates information S (X) and collects neighbor price factor p, distributed scheduling algorithm for
rate allocation, the link rate allocation information R passed to the transport layer and the network layer.

In the Network Layer, the link rate allocation information R can get the transmission path of the traffic flow. The
Gateway Node allocates information R and price information p based on the least interfering cost. If needing to update, the

new channel allocation scheme will be broadcast to other nodes. Herein, CAT ( CA S DT T T  ) is referred as channel allocation
period.

Because in the MRMC-WMN, every node has a human readable name, EID (End identifier), physical locator (PL, such as,
geo@ of MR (Mesh Router)). When sending a packet to the distant location, the sender should resolve the corresponding EID
of the destination by using the naming service, which is one of the core services in the MRMC-WMN. The sender will resolve
the relation between the EID and the PL by querying the location service. By using the derived locator, the consecutive
forwarding nodes of MRMC-WMN compute the next hop, and send the packet further on. This method can guarantee that
every node will be reachable through its EID during mobile application.



6 Simulation and Performance Analysis

Now we do performance testing and network performance analysis for MRMC-WMN routing method. We use MATLAB
simulation tools to simulate the new and improved optimization method. This network simulation comparison parameter
include Packet Delivery Fraction, Average end to end delay, The normalized cost of the route,Routing initiated frequency.
Now we give the computing formula for these four parameters.

1) Packet Delivery Fraction: this is the ratio of the number of packets from destination node receives to the source node
and it reflects the integrity and reliability of routing protocols in a certain extent. Submission rate is higher the network
reliability is greater.

_
_ _ =

_
received packets

packet delivery fraction
sent packets (24)

2) Average end to end delay: this includes routing look up latency, packet waiting delay in the interface queue, the
transmission delay and the re-transmission delay of the MAC layer, reflecting the effectiveness of routing. The serious delay
will affect the communication quality. The indicators is very important to measure and statistics of the efficiency of routing
algorithm. Using the following equation, where N represents the number of packets transmitted successfully, rt represents the
time the packet to the destination node, st indicate that the packet generation time

)strt(
N
1delay_end_to_end_average i

N

1i
i  

 (25)
3) The normalized cost of the route: the route occupy ratio is a route rate during communication process of correctly

received data packets, reflecting off the situation data link. It reflects the degree of congestion and node power efficiency in
the network.

_
_ _ =

_ _
data packet

routing normaliazed overhead
control message packet (26)

4) Routing initiated frequency: this is the total discovery number of route secondly. To some extent, it reflects the
running status of routing protocol in the link. N denotes the source node sends a routing number of requests, T represents the
simulation time.

T
Nfrequency_erycovdis_route 

(27)

In our simulation, we use the convex optimization to get the optimal solution in the limited network supporting by Ad
hoc On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV) routing method based on convex theory. The process is as follows.

Channel allocation of the least interference cost is that when the network for the first time allocated channel, the channel
c is assigned to all the links. In the initial channel allocation scheme S (X), the gateway node collects periodically rate
allocation information R and price information p of each link firstly. The information reflects the relationship between the
layers of resource supply and demand; so the gateway can use the information of other nodes from many layers to optimize
the allocation of a channel.

In time slot t, each node m to any flow k timing updates cost prices ( 1)k
mp t  and broadcasts cost price information p to

all neighbors. Based on Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 with Convex theory, to any service flow k, the source node adjusts the
transmission rate is

' 1( ) ( )k K Kf p U P (28)

Any node m collects price information from its neighbor node n, finds
( ) arg max( ( ) ( ))k k

mn m nk
k t p t p t 

and makes the

differential price
( ) arg max( ( ) ( ))k k

mn m nk
k t p t p t 

to be broadcaster neighbors. The node m collects the differential price
information of its neighbor nodes each slot. At the beginning of time slot t, using distributed scheduling algorithm allocates

rate ( )mnk
mnr t to the link (m, n), such that ( )mnk

mnr t meets the limit. The rate
( )mnk

mnr t
is assigned from each link to each traffic

flow which could get transmission traffic flow. The transmission traffic flow is traffic flow which is assigned by the
transmission path.

In the actual network environment as scenario like Figure 1, we use expansion modules in the base of MATLAB
platform, provide a more object entities function interface so as to support testing for multi-radio multi-channel wireless Mesh
network. Simulation parameter settings for MRMC-WMN is as Table 1.



Figure 1 One scenario of actual network environment

Table 1 Simulation parameter settings for MRMC-WMN

Radio channel type Wireless Channel

Wireless transmission module type Propagation/TwoRayGround

The network interface type Wireless Phy

MAC agreement type DCF IEEE802.11

Antenna type Omni Antenna

Node mobile model Random Waypoint

Signal propagation model free space spread

Bandwidth 2 Mbit/s

Business type CBR

Packet length 512 byte

Packet transfer rate 10 packet/s

Example of Convex function f(x)=ex or f(x)=x2

Relevant parameters of Lagrange
dual decomposition 1  , α=β=0.3, γ=0.4

Figure 7 to Figure 10 are simulation by MATLAB for stationary node network performance over time changes in
MRMC-WMN. Figure 11 to Figure 12 are simulation by MATLAB for The changing of the node network performance with
the moving of nodes in MRMC-WMN. They include routing matrix generation, channel allocation and optimization algorithm.
And the final output is the optimal routing and channel assignments of source node to the destination node.

1) Stationary node network performance over time changes

Stationary time of node represents the mobility of the scene, the shorter the time of stationary scene the faster mobility of
scene is. This is a network which is set up for simulation scenarios including 50 wireless nodes. The simulation time is 50s.
The node still times are 0s, 10s, 20s, 30s, 40s, 50s. When the still times of nodes are changed, the data packet transmission
rate of the node is 10pkt / s, maximum moving speed is 10m / s.

Figure 2 shows comparison of packet delivery fraction rate of AODV(Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector) and MAODV
(multi-radio multi-channel AODV) routing of MRMC-WMN. Figure 3 shows comparison of average delay of end to end.
Figure 4 shows comparison of normalized routing overhead. Figure 5 shows comparison of packet loss ratio under different
number of nodes, DT-MAODV of the figure is Dynamic Topology-MAODV[5].



Figure 2. Comparison of packet delivery fraction rate

Figure 3. Comparison of average delay of end to end

Figure 4. Comparison of normalized routing overhead



Figure 5. Comparison of packet loss ratio under different number of nodes

Based on the above experimental results, now we give the following data analysis: with still times of node increase,
mobility of the entire MRMC-WMN scene is reducing, the network topology is becoming stable, the node is moving out, at
the same time of the communication time of other nodes is reduced. The packet submission rate of MRMC-WMN increases,
while the system interference is reduced, so making the network latency is reduced. The packet delivery rate, route allocation
and the channel allocation optimization of MAODV of MRMC-WMN is always higher than the packet delivery rate of
network that using AODV protocol network. As the network communication of MRMC-WMN opens, routing overhead is
reduced, route launched overhead is reduced.

2) The changing of the node network performance with the moving of nodes

In this case, we set up a network simulation scenario which includes 10 wireless nodes, the simulation time is 50s, the node
still time is 0s. Line number is 10, the node of the data packet transmission rate is 10pkt / s, moving speed of the node are 0m
/ s, 5m / s, 10m / s, 15m / s, 20m / s, 25m / s, 30m / s.

Figure 6 shows comparison of packet delivery fraction rate of AODV and MAODV routing of MRMC-WMN. Figure 7
shows comparison of average delay of end to end. Figure 8 shows comparison of normalized routing overhead. Figure 9
shows comparison of sum of routing rate under different Ppeak/Pavg, Ppeak is data packet amount of peak state, Ppeak is data
packet amount of average state, (a), (b), (c),(d) and (e) of the figure represents the method of this paper, reference[6],
reference[7],reference[8] and reference[11] respectively.

Figure 6. Comparison of packet delivery fraction rate



Figure 7. Comparison of average delay of end to end

Figure 8. Comparison of normalized routing overhead
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Figure 9. Comparison of sum of routing rate under different Ppeak/Pavg

Based on the above experimental results, now we give the following data analysis: under the nodes different rates in the
MRMC-WMN, the accuracy of the target node region, which is predicted by the neighbor’s cache recording, reduce, and
cause the search area and routing overhead increase. In this situation, the AODV algorithm’s improvement is limited. The
routing protocols under MAODV, packet delivery rate has increased, the delay is smaller, the normalized routing overhead
reduced, the route discovery frequency has reduced, and this is because the new method can effectively reduce the blindness
of route discovery. This optimization strategy plays a good role, its advantage is obvious, it’s more suitable for mobile
network node.

From the above experiments of two cases, network throughput, delay and routing overhead and other aspects of
optimization strategy which is based on channel allocation, routing and rate allocation of MAODV are better than these of



AODV. The main reasons include the following: Firstly, the channel allocation, AODV using the bigger frequency of the same
channel. Because the route seeking strategy is launched on the basis of this channel, which will cause network congestion, it
makes low network performance. In this paper, we use MAODV approach which is based on convex optimization theory. It
avoids using the same common channel. It is based on MRMC and assigns the number of available channels to each link, at
the same time; it makes the channel tend to diversity. The intra-stream and inter-stream flow interference is also reduced.
Secondly, the distribution of the route, AODV uses minimum hop routing mechanism as a criterion, ignoring the factor of
network link quality. The routing metric used herein balances the major factors in the link. The path selected in this manner
typically has a smaller and a variety of optional delay characteristics. Thirdly, the integrated channel allocation, routing
allocation and rate allocation and other aspects, MAODV strategy in finding routes will not randomly selected channel. In the
global optimization process, the path of hops, the data transfer rate using wireless channel, and so the factors will be
considered in balanced mode, even if the limited wireless network resources, the selected path is also to avoid a link with
large costs interference. But the AODV protocol does not consider these network performance parameters of the link, so it can
not perceive the channels idle and busy degree. Especially, with the limited wireless resources it is very difficult to choose the
path of excellent performance for communication. In summary, the MRMC-WMN has been improved significantly by the
proposed solutions of packet delivery ratio, delay, routing overhead and frequency, etc.

From the above analysis of simulation experimental data, improved routing metric criterion and network resources
optimization strategy has better system performance, such as reducing network transmission delay, increasing throughput,
enabling mobile users with superior network services and so on.

7 Conclusions

MRMC resource optimization method based on convex theory for WMN is presented in this paper. According to convex
theory, we use the convex optimization function to get the optimal solution in the limited network supporting by Ad hoc
On-Demand Distance Vector routing method. At the same time, we resolve the optimal solution into three simple
sub-problems according to the Lagrange duality method supporting by MAODV. We use MATLAB simulation tools to
simulate the new and improved optimization method. The experimental results show that the method has better network
performance in the applications of WMN. In order to make the algorithm better network performance, follow-up work is
focused on further simplify routing algorithm and protocols in MAODV explored on the basis of multi-path method.
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